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Since the emergence of a distinct Trotskyist faction within the Communist move-
ment by the mid-1930s, the policy of entryism has been a favourite tactic among
Trotskyists, particularly in the West. Entryism would be a major factor in the cre-
ation of the New Brunswick Waffle in 1970, the provincial wing of the Waffle
movement that had emerged in the New Democratic Party (NDP) the previous
year.1 Conflicting interpretations over the implementation of entryist theory, how-
ever, would also help split and destroy the NB Waffle by the end of 1971 and
inflict lethal damage on the nascent Trotskyist movement in New Brunswick. The
ultimate impact of the crisis in entryism provoked by the Trotskyist experience in
New Brunswick in 1970-71 was to raise major doubts about the theory and prac-
tice of entryism among Canadian Trotskyists, culminating in the fracturing of the
League for Socialist Action (LSA), Canada’s pre-eminent Trotskyist organization.
The events that surrounded the NB Waffle therefore proved to be a turning point
in the history of Trotskyist strategy in Canada.
The strategy of entryism was first known as the “French Turn,” as it was
first in France where Trotskyists debated and engaged in entryism. In June 1934,
Trotsky himself declared that his followers in that country should seek to enter the
French Socialist Party, a shift in policy that was provoked by the formation of a
United Front. Trotsky believed that the Trotskyist movement had to be within the
United Front in order to not be excluded from the shaping of a potential revolu-
tion. Trotsky thought that an independent Trotskyist organization would be iso-
lated from the larger leftist movement and even destroyed. By entering larger left-
ist parties, Trotskyists could exert influence among the working classes with less
risk of being isolated.2
Entryism was thus born as a pragmatic response to the local weakness of
sectarian Trotskyist appeals by entering larger political organizations that offer
both protection from isolation and access to the larger working class.3 Almost as
soon as Trotsky proposed entryism to his French followers, however, the idea
sparked debate.4 While there are conflicting interpretations of what exactly entry-
ism is and what it is supposed to achieve, there are some basic tenets of the strat-
egy that offer a good broad definition of entryism. According to John Tomlinson,
entryism (be it Trotskyist or not) has three basic objectives for its participants:
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1. To identify support for its own cause within the host group, or stimulate it;
2. To provoke and/or exploit division within that group to its own political ends
and in order to achieve a degree of executive power;
3. To exert influence on the nature and direction of policy within the infiltrated
group.5
For the purposes of this article, the above definition of entryism will be
employed.6 It can be argued that any definition of entryism within the far left at
least embodies all of the above aims. Of course, these agreed upon stated aims of
entryism did not always coincide with the practised aims of entryism, and therein
lies one of the major schisms that this article will reveal. The story of the
Trotskyists in New Brunswick in the early 1970s is fundamentally a story of such
a schism.
Along with France, entyrism also had practitioners in Chile and the
United States during the 1930s,7 though Canadian Trotskyists were not far behind.
Indeed, the history of the Canadian Trotskyist movement has largely been domi-
nated by debates around the question of entryism. Canadian Trotskyists bitterly
debated whether entryism ought to be practiced in the newly formed and socialist
Co-Operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF). As Canada’s primary socialist
party, the CCF was the primary target of any Trotskyists hoping to enact entryist
tactics. A narrow majority of Canadian Trotskyists originally endorsed entryism
and many on the minority side waited a year before entering the CCF, while sev-
eral original Trotskyist leaders left the movement. Trotskyist entryism into the
CCF began in 1936, though the attempt was short-lived.8 Throughout the Second
World War, Canadian Trotskyists preferred both the open and independent exis-
tence of a sectarian Trotskyist group yet recognized “the varying opportunities
that present themselves in different sections of the CCF.”9 By the early 1950s,
however, Canadian Trotskyists had almost en masse been converted to the belief
that full-scale entryism into the CCF was the correct path to follow, arguing that
any future worker upsurge would ultimately gravitate towards the party and that
Trotskyists ought to be in the fray.10
A policy of entryism was extended by Canadian Trotskyists into the
NDP, which grew out of the CCF and the Canadian Labour Congress in 1961.
The new party was actually seen as embodying greater potential for Trotskyist
influence because the NDP, unlike the CCF, would be affiliated with the labour
movement.11 Canada’s largest Trotskyist organisation, the League for Socialist
Action (LSA), adopted the rallying cry of “win the New Party to a socialist poli-
cy” when the NDP was being formed.12
Throughout the 1960s, Trotskyists associated with the LSA and its youth
wing, the Young Socialists (YS), made numerous attempts to enter and influence
the NDP. Among these attempts was a short-lived effort in 1963 in New
Brunswick, where two LSA members spent the summer contacting NDP mem-
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bers, particularly youth, throughout the province.13 This first attempt at entryism
in New Brunswick accomplished little. However, things would be different when
Trotskyists emerged as a force in the province again, this time in the changed polit-
ical climate of 1969. Marxist political views were increasing in popularity among
Western university students during the late 1960s, in part because Moscow no
longer dominated the world Communist movement, which enhanced its appeal.14
Trotskyism in particular gained many campus-oriented converts throughout the
West during this period, in large part because it was not associated with the crimes
of the Stalinist era.15 As the burgeoning strength of Trotskyism during the late
1960s was almost exclusively among students, Trotskyists saw an opportunity in
forging links with the other currents of political radicalism that were swirling
around campuses at the time, namely the New Left.
There already was a small but very active New Left community in
Fredericton, centred around the University of New Brunswick, by the end of the
1960s. Its most prominent expression by 1969 was a group named Canadian
Struggle for a Democratic Society (CSDS), modeled off of the American Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS). CSDS was formed in late 1967 by a collection of
radical students and Norman Strax, a physics professor whose name would achieve
nationwide recognition the following year during “the Strax Affair.”16 By 1969,
CSDS was the only significant New Left organisation at UNB, an eclectic mix of
self-identified anarchists, left-libertarians and socialists united around a basic anti-
capitalist and countercultural ethos. According to one CSDS member, Dan
Weston, the group did not have a defined ideology or program. Rather, it sought
to provoke debate about the nature of a modern industrial capitalist society and
conduct actions that “could force the state to have to live up to its democratic
façade.”17
Trotskyism made its debut at UNB in the summer of 1969 when a 32-
year old member of the physics dep a rt m e n t , Eustace Mendis, a rr ived in
Fredericton. Mendis had previous involvement with the Trotskyist Young Socialist
Alliance in Madison, Wisconsin and with the significant Trotskyist movement in
his native Ceylon (now Sri Lanka).18 Mendis began to involve himself in CSDS in
the fall of 1969 and soon attracted a base of support within the group for
Trotskyist ideas. The impact of this growing support for Trotskyism (or at least a
more doctrinaire form of socialism) was to initiate an open split within CSDS by
mid-November.19 The split was the product of the incompatibility of the anarchist
and left-libertarian tendency and consensus form of decision-making of the group
centred on Strax and the ideological socialism and democratic centralism of the
Mendis group. By December the Mendis group had decided to form a separate
and overtly socialist organization, which became known as the New Brunswick
Socialists (NBS).20 The NBS was officially formed on 10 December 1969, bring-
ing together local socialists of various persuasions with the stated objective of
building “a strong Socialist movement on the campus and simultaneously to direct
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the campus activists into the larger left-wing community.”21 The NBS was a small
group, beginning with no more than fifteen people involved to varying degrees.22
While more politically consistent than CSDS, the NBS was not a politi-
cally homogenous grouping. By its own admission, it was initially “a centrist
socialist grouping, containing within it left-liberal, social-democratic, ultraleft and
even Stalinist tendencies in addition to a solid core moving towards Trotskyism.”
Soon after its founding, however, Trotskyists believed they had consolidated them-
selves as the leadership of the NBS.23 The leadership of the NBS, which includ-
ed Mendis and Terry Hamilton-Smith, a student from Ontario and recent convert
to Trotskyism, sought to recast the NBS along more Trotskyist lines. In January
1970, Mendis contacted the LSA headquarters in Toronto expressing interest in
turning the group into a Fredericton local of the YS.24 The Fredericton Young
Socialists (FYS) was established in April 1970 and functioned alongside the NBS
(each group had almost identical membership lists) until July.25
The FYS-NBS members (both Trotskyists and independent socialists)
were united in their interest in becoming involved in the NDP in Fredericton, and
decided to approach the local party in late April 1970. To become intertwined in
the NDP was of course a primary aim of LSA/YS members during the period.
However, the NDP riding association in York-Sunbury (the federal riding that
encompassed Fredericton and surrounding communities) was largely moribund in
early 1970. It had only four or five members and had not met in two years.26 The
most prominent member of the NDP in Fredericton was Pat Callaghan, a
Scottish-born window cleaning business owner in his early 40s and a committed,
uncompromising socialist. The FYS-NBS approached him in the spring of 1970.27
Callaghan was ecstatic about the young leftists who approached him, and
surprised many of them when they realized how left-wing his own politics were.28
One FYS member was pleased to report back to an LSA comrade in Toronto that
he “seems fairly good: he supports [Ontario Waffle co-leader] Watkins and feels
there are too many right-wing elements in the NDP now.”29 Soon after this
encounter, the York-Sunbury NDP held a riding association meeting at which
Callaghan was elected president and Mendis was elected secretary. The influx of
FYS-NBS members into the York-Sunbury NDP was great enough that they had,
along with Callaghan, an almost total monopoly over the local party. The prospect
of forming a Waffle group in New Brunswick was immediately discussed.30
Committed Trotskyists on the riding association saw the creation of a local Waffle
organization as offering a perfect opportunity for enacting an entryist strategy, and
hoped to influence the group with Trotskyist ideas.31 The FYS were not unique in
this line of thought, as the rise of the Waffle was regarded by the LSA across
Canada as offering a golden opportunity for increased Trotskyist influence within
the NDP.32 Callaghan and others meanwhile were attracted to the socialist policies
espoused in the Waffle Manifesto.33 With everyone in York-Sunbury behind the
idea, the New Brunswick Waffle was unofficially formed in the late spring of 1970.
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For the remainder of its existence, the NB Waffle was a fusion of two
tendencies. One was a Trotskyist tendency, dominated by the FYS, while the other
was a non-Trotskyist tendency, influenced by Callaghan and consisting of cross-
section of democratic socialists and New Leftists. Trotskyist activity in New
Brunswick, however, was not confined to involvement in the NB Waffle. Eustace
Mendis left Fredericton in July 1970, after which Terry Hamilton-Smith became
the leader of the FYS.34 By this time, the local became a fixture in Fredericton’s
anti-war and feminist movements and recruited several students at the city’s sole
high school. The FYS also made contact with other Trotskyist sympathizers else-
where in New Brunswick, including a collection of people in the Black’s
Harbour/Beaver Harbour area of Charlotte County who were interested in the
NBS in May 1970.35
The activities of the FYS within the NDP attracted the attention of Ross
Dowson, the LSA’s national secretary. Dowson was a seasoned veteran within the
Canadian Trotskyist movement, having risen to prominence during the Second
World War. Originally skeptical about entryism, he fully supported the strategy by
the time of the formation of the NDP.36 He also was a student of the history of
the far left in Canada, and believed that the Canadian Trotskyist movement suf-
fered from a lack of ideological maturity during its early days. He recalled that:
the growth of the [Canadian Trotskyist movement] was based not on experi-
enced revolutionists who had come through years of struggle in the Stalinized
[Communist Party] but on new recruits to Marxism. The difference in ideologi-
cal maturity between the leading two or three comrades and the membership was
vast and great responsibilities were thrown on the leadership.37
It seems that Dowson believed that this ideological immaturity was becoming evi-
dent among the Trotskyists in New Brunswick, and he sought to provide some
leadership for the new recruits to the movement.
Dowson wrote a letter to the local in June 1970 (the only communication
between himself and the FYS between the local’s formation and the summer of
1971) advising the local to not intervene in the NDP for fear that such interven-
tion would result in their expulsion for the party. The FYS was not particularly
sympathetic to Dowson’s worries and ignored his advice, believing that they were
secure against any expulsion attempts because of the strong position they occu-
pied in the New Brunswick NDP.38 York-Sunbury was indeed becoming a major
base of NDP activity in New Brunswick throughout 1970. By September, NDP
membership in York-Sunbury had risen to 25, the second largest membership base
in the province.39 These increases were the result of the activities of the NB
Waffle, who were acquiring a reputation as party builders.40 In September 1970,
the NB NDP was preparing for its first major electoral effort since its founding in
1962 as an election was called for 26 October. The NB Waffle officially launched
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itself at the party’s convention that same month. None of the NB NDP’s 31 can-
didates (out of 58 seats) won their seats, yet the party did establish itself as a minor
political force in anglophone New Brunswick. The NB Waffle, with its significant
Trotskyist influence, assisted in this phenomenon.41
The Trotskyist influence in the NB Waffle was proportionally impressive
by the time of the group’s official founding. In late September 1970 the NB
Waffle had about 40 members, 22 of whom were in the YS. The YS enjoyed a
spate of geographic expansion and enhanced political influence in late 1970 and
early 1971. A YS local was established in Black’s Harbour/Beaver Harbour in
November 1970 and had seven members by February 1971. The YS local formed
the nucleus of NB Waffle support in Carleton-Charlotte, the federal riding in
which the local resided, and by the end of 1970 the group had control of the NDP
riding association there.42 Late 1970 and early 1971 was a period in which the geo-
graphic and numerical expansion of the Waffle and Trotskyist movement in New
Brunswick were interconnected. By February 1971, NDP membership in York-
Sunbury had reached 77, and NDP membership in Carleton-Charlotte rose to 46,
making these Waffle-dominated ridings the strongest New Brunswick NDP
bases.43 Waffle domination in these ridings grew out of YS locals. YS locals were
set up in early 1971 in Saint John and Sackville as well, though the Sackville local
was short-lived.44 The Saint John YS grew out of a group of identified Waffle sup-
porters in the city, and by April the NB Waffle gained control of the Saint John
NDP riding association.45
It is important to note that by early 1971 the Trotskyist movement was a
full-fledged part of the radical left-wing community in Fredericton and Charlotte
County, and to a lesser extent elsewhere in anglophone New Brunswick. February
1971 was a particularly busy month for the FYS. The local prompted larger NB
Waffle participation in a pro-choice rally and a protest against the U.S. invasion of
Laos in Fredericton, In addition, two YS members ran in the UNB student elec-
tions, including a Presidential candidate, Ron Gaudet, who secured twenty-three
percent of the vote.46
The unity between the Trotskyist and non-Trotskyist wing of the NB
Waffle, however, was not universal, as demonstrated at an NB NDP policy meet-
ing outside of Saint John in March 1971. YS members in the NB Waffle were in
Halifax on the weekend of the policy meeting, attending the Atlantic Regional
Socialist Conference (the Halifax YS was the other major participant in this con-
ference).47 Non-Trotskyist Wafflers, however, did attend the policy meeting, and
presented a resolution calling for the removal of marijuana possession from the
Narcotics Control Act and the government-administered sale of the drug. The
resolution passed by a vote of twenty to eight, sparking the first major dispute
between the NB Waffle and the rest of the NB NDP. Wafflers argued that all res-
olutions that are passed automatically became party policy while non-Wafflers stat-
ed that only resolutions passed at conventions became party policy. The dispute
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became public and was eventually settled, or at least put on hold, by the end of
March,48 but the experience convinced the Trotskyist wing of the NB Waffle to
strengthen their control over the group. That an open split in the NB NDP was
initiated by non-Trotskyists over what was regarded as a trivial issue was seen as
jeopardizing the entryist project of New Brunswick Trotskyists, necessitating
greater Trotskyist direction of the group. By the spring of 1971 the Trotskyist
wing of the NB Waffle was preparing the group for an eventual victory over the
NB NDP at the party’s convention in September.49
Throughout the summer of 1971, New Brunswick’s Trotskyists were
busy. They convinced the NB Waffle to make a foray into municipal politics. The
NDP ran nine candidates in the June civic elections, six of whom were YS mem-
bers. FYS member Ron Gaudet was the most high-profile candidate, running for
mayor of Fredericton and securing over six percent of the vote.50 YS contacts
were made in Moncton in July, raising hopes that the NB Waffle could secure con-
trol over the local NDP riding association.51 The FYS was also discussing NB
NDP convention strategy. YS members who had not yet joined the NDP were
encouraged to do so to assist the NB Waffle cause.52 The FYS decided that a slate
of Wafflers would be presented for leadership positions within the NB NDP,
though YS members would not take part. This tactic was agreed on to avoid a red-
baiting campaign directed against YS members. Instead, they would exert influ-
ence from behind the scenes, including the inclusion of a labour policy in the NB
Waffle platform designed along Trotskyist lines. Speculation among YS members
on what they would do following a supposed NB Waffle victory was fluid,53 per-
haps reflecting the fact that many of the Trotskyist members of the group were
recent converts to Trotskyism and not hardened ideological theoreticians. The
fact that the nascent Trotskyist movement in New Brunswick consisted primarily
of fresh recruits would prove to sour relations between themselves and the more
dogmatic LSA leadership.
LSA national secretary Ross Dowson, upon reading of the New
Brunswick Trotskyists’ urging of the NDP to contest June’s municipal elections,
contacted the FYS again in July to demand a change of strategy. As he had pre-
viously made clear, Dowson was concerned that such open involvement of YS
members within the NDP would risk their expulsion from the party. His ultimate
fear was that the federal NDP leadership would panic at the prospect of a
Trotskyist takeover of the NB NDP and engage in a wholesale expulsion of YS
members from the party across Canada. Dowson believed that Canada was being
swept up in a “wave of radicalization” and that this was being reflected in the
NDP. An expulsion of Trotskyists from the party would “constitute a serious rup-
ture in our work to further radicalize the NDP.” In the interest of avoiding such
a rupture, Dowson instructed the New Brunswick YS members to adopt a more
tempered and cautious policy of working within the NDP. Once again, the FYS
was not receptive to Dowson’s concerns, asserting that he was forcing strategies
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for Trotskyists in Ontario upon Trotskyists in New Brunswick. According to the
FYS, the left in New Brunswick was small enough and radical enough to make
“formulations which would be anathema in Ontario” acceptable in the province.
54
Beginning in late August 1971 the NB Waffle started preparing a mani-
festo and platform to be presented at the NB NDP convention, which was com-
plete by mid-September. The platform featured an eclectic mix of socialist, New
Left, anarcho-syndicalist, counter-cultural and revolutionary Marxist positions, all
of which reflected the distinctive coalition nature of the NB Waffle in particular
and the left in Anglophone New Brunswick in general. It advocated, among other
things, the common ownership and nationalisation of almost the entire economy
(without compensation), and the abolition of compulsory education.55 The
Trotskyist wing of the NB Waffle made two contributions to the platform.56 The
first was a labour resolution that emphasized unions as a major vehicle for work-
ing class action. It called for unions to be guided by a socialist party, called for “the
formation within unions of a militant, politically-conscious leadership,” and insist-
ed that the NDP grant unconditional support to all strikes.57 Their second contri-
bution was a resolution on women’s rights, calling for equal pay for equal work, an
end to sex-based discrimination, free 24-hour childcare centres and abortion on
demand.58 The Trotskyist contribution to the NB Waffle platform, while limited,
was impressive considering that at the beginning of September the YS members
in the group were suddenly thrown into deep confusion.
On 1 September 1971, the YS’ Central Executive Council (CEC), the
Toronto-based body that oversaw pan-Canadian YS activities, decided to suspend
“from all rights of membership but not from any of the obligations of member-
ship,” the members of the Fredericton YS local. This suspension was to be fol-
lowed up by an investigation conducted by a YS-established commission. The
terms of the suspension dictated that the local would issue no statements in the
name of the YS but that they would be obligated to fulfill other membership com-
mitments, including dues payments. The decision was made on the grounds that
the FYS had engaged in dishonest practices in their dealings with the LSA and YS
leadership and that the local was jeopardizing the entire Canadian Trotskyist move-
ment. Among the most serious charges levied against the FYS was that the local’s
work within the NB NDP went against LSA policy.59
The FYS was thrown into immediate confusion, namely because they did
not know whether working within the NDP constituted a right that was to be
abandoned or an obligation that ought to be continued. The FYS sought clarifi-
cation on the matter in a letter sent to the CEC on 22 September, the urgency of
the matter exacerbated by the approaching NB NDP convention. No response
was received.60 Two YS members attended an NB Waffle meeting in Fredericton
on 12 September in the hope of intervening in the direction of the group yet had
little success.61 Uncertain as to how to proceed, the FYS slowly withdrew from
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involvement in the NB Waffle. For the FYS to do so on the eve of the NB NDP
convention, where the showdown with non-Wafflers was anticipated, generated a
great deal of resentment among non-Trotskyist Waffle members. One frustrated
non-Trotskyist Waffler described the FYS action as “coitus interruptus” and YS
influence in the group began to decline.62
A few YS members were among the 89 delegates who attended the NB
NDP convention in Saint John on 25 September 1971. The first day witnessed a
surprise victory for the NB Waffle manifesto, which passed by a vote of forty-one
to forty, with four abstentions. Several anti-Waffle labour delegates walked out of
the convention following the vote, ensuring that the convention lacked quorum
and was thus thrown into chaos. Both Waffle and non-Waffle members agreed to
postpone the convention until 16 October, to be held in Fredericton.63 That
evening the Saint John convention effectively came to an end with both sides
determined to come out victorious in the struggle for control of the NB NDP that
had been launched.64
NB Waffle opponents appealed to the federal NDP for assistance, argu-
ing that there were inconsistencies at the Saint John convention that rendered it
invalid, while the non-Trotskyist wing of the NB Waffle went about signing up
new members in Fredericton in an attempt to overwhelm the 16 October meet-
ing.65 The Trotskyist wing of the NB Waffle, however, was not involved in the
preparations for the upcoming meeting. Instead, they sought Ross Dowson’s input
on the developing split within the NB NDP, and Terry Hamilton-Smith tele-
phoned Dowson on 28 September to discuss what was happening.66 The FYS
believed that the NB Waffle would win over the NB NDP at the 16 October meet-
ing and that that offered a golden opportunity to enhance Trotskyist influence in
the party. They also hoped to maximize Trotskyist influence over the NB Waffle’s
newfound labour support.67 Dowson was not convinced by the FYS’s assessment
of the situation to adopt their stance. Firstly, he considered the NB Waffle man-
ifesto to be unrepresentative of the interests of the Trotskyists movement.68
Secondly, he and the rest of the LSA leadership feared that the NB Waffle would
precipitate a split within the NB NDP that would ruin the party as a vehicle for
Trotskyist entryism. This was because the party lacked a working class or union
base in New Brunswick, and this base had to be established before Trotskyists
could hope to influence the party membership in any meaningful way.69
Dowson attempted to further clarify matters for the FYS in a letter he
sent to the local on 3 October in which he stated that he expected them to follow
the “declared and defined line of the [Trotskyist] movement” towards the NDP,70
though the local found this command to be somewhat ambiguous and failing to
offer the directional advice they had requested. As a result, the FYS decided to
terminate all activity within the NDP until more specific instructions were issued.
This move ensured that from early October on that the NB Waffle ceased to act
as a unified entity, and a newer YS member left the organisation out of disgust
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with the FYS’s behaviour. The non-Trotskyist wing of the NB Waffle was fed up
with what they saw as the Trotskyists’ slavish obedience to LSA dictates. The ani-
mosity between the two wings of the NB Waffle was exacerbated on 11 October
when Dowson instructed the FYS to intervene in the NB NDP again, but to do
so in the interest of preventing any further confrontation between the Waffle and
non-Waffle sections of the party.71 Such an intervention would entail the FYS
doing what it could to halt the NB Waffle’s quest for victory.
The non-Trotskyist wing of the NB Waffle, well aware that the FYS had
been commanded to seek peace between the group and the rest of the NB NDP,
told the Trotskyist members to break ranks with the LSA or face reprisals. This
threat was made clear at a York-Sunbury NDP riding association meeting on 15
October where the main item of business was the removal of Terry Hamilton-
Smith as the riding’s representative on the provincial council. This move was made
so that Hamilton-Smith could not intervene against the NB Waffle at the provin-
cial council meeting scheduled for the following day.72 The anti-Waffle wing of the
party had by this time agreed to suspend the continuation of the Saint John con-
vention scheduled for 16 October until the federal NDP could mediate the dis-
pute. In its place a provincial council meeting would be held on 16 October. The
Waffle disagreed with this change and insisted that the convention would contin-
ue on 16 October. Pat Callaghan during this time also expressed an intention to
run for NB NDP leader at the meeting.73 The multiple meetings of 16 October in
Fredericton officially split the NB NDP in two, with both J. Albert Richardson and
Pat Callaghan claiming to be party leader and possessing rival party executives.74
The non-Waffle wing of the party requested that the federal NDP deal with the
split at the upcoming meeting of the federal council, scheduled for 12-14
November. The federal NDP agreed to do so.75
The NB Waffle was completely split after the events of 16 October. The
Trotskyists were effectively cut out of the group and the FYS became increasing-
ly frustrated with the leadership of the LSA. The local regarded its suspension as
having engendered “the single largest setback in our work,” having nullified the
progress made by the Trotskyist movement in New Brunswick during the previ-
ous year and a half. The FYS was not silent in their denunciation of the LSA lead-
ership’s application of a doctrinaire policy towards the NDP that they believed was
disastrous. As Terry Hamilton-Smith commented in a letter to the Political
Committee of the LSA:
The only effect of the application of this line [towards the NDP] have been to
pluck us out of the leadership of the Waffle, to undercut our work in the Waffle,
to diminish our influence in the N.B. labour and student movements and to alien-
ate a number of contacts from us who are potential recruits to the LSA/LSO or
YS/LJS. With our diminished influence we can predict that the application of
this line will have a totally insignificant effect on the present struggle in the NDP
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except to render our own role ineffective. As long as this particular line remains
in force we will be crippled in New Brunswick.76
The position of the FYS towards the LSA leadership was clear: that they allowed
doctrine regarding the NDP and fear of expulsion from the party to drive them
towards voluntarily killing a major gain for Trotskyist influence over a provincial
section of the NDP. Was not securing significant influence over the NDP sup-
posed to be the whole point of entryism?  In 1971, New Brunswick Trotskyists
were about to “win the NDP to socialism,” and yet saw this potential victory
aborted by Trotskyists in Ontario, whom the FYS believed did not understand the
situation in New Brunswick and were enforcing an entryist strategy designed for
Toronto upon Fredericton.77
The NB Waffle’s troubles were exacerbated at the NDP’s federal council
meeting on 12 November. The federal council passed a motion that suspended
the NB NDP until it could be proven by federal party officers that the NB NDP
had conducted a proper convention. A special convention date was set for 27
November in Chatham, at which time the dispute within the NB NDP would be
finally resolved.78 The non-Trotskyist wing of the NB Waffle was naturally out-
raged by the federal council decision, and concluded that the group’s future with-
in the NB NDP was limited, as the non-Waffle forces would easily ensure that they
had enough votes to defeat the NB Waffle at the Chatham convention. Some
Wafflers entertained the notion of forming a separate party while Callaghan him-
self talked publicly of reviving the CCF in New Brunswick. The future of the NB
Waffle would be decided at a meeting in Fredericton on 21 November.79
The FYS tried unsuccessfully on the eve of the 21 November meeting to
convince the NB Waffle to recognize the authority of the NDP federal council, to
remain within the NB NDP “at all costs,” and to attend the special convention in
Chatham. The non-Trotskyist reaction to the suspension of the party was an
active “Trot-baiting” campaign. Norman Strax, who joined the NB Waffle in the
recruitment rush following the Saint John convention, circulated a letter attacking
the FYS members as “sectarian Trotskyites” and recommended their exclusion
from the NB Waffle. The FYS, sensing that they had no hope of winning over the
whole of the NB Waffle, sought to engineer a split of the group at the 21
November meeting. The pro-Trotskyist minority would reconstitute themselves as
a new NB Waffle, adopt the Ontario Waffle manifesto with a modified labour res-
olution, and attend the special convention yet not challenge the leadership, all in
the interest of remaining within the NDP.80 By this point, the FYS was dedicated,
grudgingly, to the LSA leadership’s sole aim of preventing an expulsion of
Trotskyists from the NDP.
The 1960s offered a plethora of incidents that suggested that the LSA
leadership’s fear of expulsions from the NDP were not misplaced. In 1962, eleven
LSA members and supporters were expelled or suspended from the British
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Columbia NDP’s Youth Section for being associated with the LSA. The expulsion
of up to fourteen members of the Ontario NDP occurred in 1963 for the same
reason,81 and that same year also saw thirty Trotskyists belonging to the NDP’s
youth wing expelled. This purge of Trotskyists from the New Democratic Youth
was repeated in 1967 with the expulsion of NDP youth members who were either
LSA members or supporters. The impact of these expulsions was to temporarily
negate any Trotskyist influence in the NDP’s youth wing.82 These events were
fresh in the memories of the LSA leadership in 1971 and certainly shaped their
thinking about events in New Brunswick.
At the NB Waffle meeting on 21 November the demoralization of both
the Trotskyist and non-Trotskyist wings of the group was noticeable. Just over 30
Wafflers attended, less than half the number who attended the 16 October meet-
ing. Following a debate on the NB Waffle’s future, a vote was held on a motion
calling for the group to recognize the authority of the federal council and attend
the special convention in Chatham. The motion passed by a vote of seventeen to
fourteen.83 The FYS had gained control over the direction of the NB Waffle,
albeit in its truncated form. The prominent non-Trotskyist members of the group
accepted the vote and withdrew from any involvement in the NB Waffle.
Among the delegates at the special convention in Chatham were seven-
teen Wafflers, including six YS members. None of the prominent non-Trotskyist
members attended, including Pat Callaghan. The primary aim of the YS members
in attendance was to prevent their expulsion from the NB NDP. When it became
apparent that one anti-Waffle NDP member, Ray LeBreton, was planning to intro-
duce a motion that sought the expulsion of Waffle members, YS members cut a
deal with LeBreton whereby he would scrap his motion in exchange for NB Waffle
support for his provincial council candidacy. The convention saw non-Wafflers
retake the NB NDP, with the acclamation of J. Albert Richardson as party leader.
Only two Wafflers, neither of which were YS members, were elected to the provin-
cial council. Following the provincial council elections, an executive meeting of
the NB NDP was held in which it was decided that the leading NB Waffle mem-
bers ought to be expelled. Seven Wafflers, none of whom were YS members,
would be slowly expelled through allowing their party memberships to expire and
refusing to renew them.84 With the end of the special convention, the conflict
within the NB NDP came to an end. The NB Waffle also effectively came to an
end.
The FYS had some bold plans for the NB Waffle following the special
convention, but they were never put into practice.85 Firstly, the FYS still had to
patch things up with the LSA leadership. While the suspension of the local was
lifted on 22 October, it was replaced by the censure of several of its members for
acts of “gross disloyalty.”86 Secondly, the battle with Ross Dowson and the LSA
leadership terminally weakened the YS in New Brunswick, making any future
growth of the Trotskyist movement or the NB Waffle unlikely. By the end of
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1971 only the Fredericton YS local remained active in the province, with no more
than nine members.87 All mentions of the NB Waffle at FYS meetings ceased by
mid-December and the local became preoccupied with appealing their censure and
activity at Fredericton High School.88 The FYS, and with it the Trotskyist move-
ment in New Brunswick, completely fell apart during 1972. Membership declined,
regular meetings ended in June, and Terry Hamilton-Smith both quit the LSA in
July and left Fredericton along with other local Trotskyists.89 By the fall, the few
remaining members were too demoralized to even pick up the local’s mail and the
FYS was dead by the end of the year.90
By the time of the FYS’s demise, many LSA and YS members began to
openly question and criticize the manner in which Ross Dowson and other LSA
leaders handled the NB Waffle episode in late 1971. Trotskyists across Canada
wondered if the LSA’s pursuit of its dogmatic line towards the NDP had in fact
been responsible for having aborted a potential major victory for the movement
in New Brunswick. The first major salvo fired against Dowson and the LSA lead-
ership came in November 1972 in the form of an article by Walter Davis, a mem-
ber of the Toronto West YS. He accused the LSA Political Committee of practis-
ing a failed policy towards the NDP that “led to a debacle that has set back the left
in [New Brunswick] for years to come.”91 Additional comments made by Davis
deserve to be quoted in length, for they illustrate the emerging critique of the par-
ticular application of entryism preached and practiced by the LSA:
Valuable revolutionaries were lost because the LSA/LSO leadership substituted
organizational maneuvers for Marxist analysis. Trotskyism was smeared in
Fredericton not by the YS comrade but by Labor  Challenge … the New Brunswick
left which the YS had come close to having political hegemony over crumbled as
a result of the Labor Challenge and P. Kent’s tailism. Many fine militants were lost
to politics thanks to this capitulation to the right-wing leadership of social
democracy in Canada.92
What Davis specifically attacked in this statement was an article written by P. Kent
in the LSA organ Labor Challenge in early October 1971 that Dowson instructed the
FYS to follow. It emphasized that the local ought to intervene in the NB NDP
solely to avoid any further confrontation between the Waffle and non-Waffle
wings of the party.93 Davis concluded his tirade as such:
The tailism of the leadership caused the LSA to miss important opportunities for
adding to the forces of Trotskyism in Canada. How many times will this be the
case?  The 1971 repression of the New Brunswick Waffle was led by the united
forces of Lewis-Watkins-Dowson. The first two stand historically convicted of
crimes against the revolution. The last must answer to the future.94
Davis was joined by another member of the Toronto West YS local, Bret
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Smiley, for another assault on the LSA’s entryist policy in February 1973. The two
co-wrote a polemic that argued that the LSA’s entryist line towards the NDP ren-
dered the Canadian Trotskyist movement vulnerable to absorption by reformist
social democrats and therefore the policy of entryism was “criminal.”95
Don Van Wart, a former FYS member, joined in on the critiques being
levied against the LSA leadership’s entryist policy. In a paper entitled “The Double
Demagogy of ‘Winning the NDP to Socialism,” written in January 1973, he assert-
ed that the LSA leadership’s actions not only killed the Trotskyist movement in
New Brunswick, but that the LSA was ultimately not interested in “winning the
NDP to socialism.” As Van Wart elaborated:
The line of the LSA/LSO is ‘Win the NDP to Socialism.’ This is fairly clear in
its content but it is also true that [the] leading cadre will confidently take you aside
to explain that we don’t in fact believe it at all, that this is a slogan for other peo-
ple which we know is totally impossible. And so the meaning becomes somewhat
ambiguous. … the LSA/LSO policy is one of political liquidation into the NDP
in exchange for minor areas of organizational control (e.g. Left Caucus) and secu-
rity (i.e. not being expelled). The actual content of ‘Win the NDP to Socialism’
is the loss of the LSA to social democracy.96
Van Wart’s accusation against the LSA leadership was severe, suggesting that the
whole entryist project was nothing more than a sham, and that the LSA leadership
was not interested in revolutionary action so much as interested in seeking shelter
within the NDP. Revelations such as this gained currency in early 1973 as the
Trotskyist movement suffered further setbacks elsewhere in Canada in their inter-
ventions within the NDP in general and the Waffle in particular.97
Ross Dowson and other LSA leaders believed that inclusion within the
NDP trumped all other concerns, even if it meant aborting potential victories that
could result in expulsion. The minor influence that could be secured via involve-
ment in the NDP, it was asserted, accomplished more than operating in a small
Trotskyist sect, and thus inclusion in the party had to be maintained at all costs.
This argument had little sympathy among those Trotskyists to whom the very con-
cept of entryism fell into disrepute. They questioned the point of being in a
movement that paid lip service to revolution yet feared offending social democrat-
ic forces. Better to be excluded from the mainstream of the Canadian left, they
argued, and at least remain loyal to revolutionary principles.
In some ways this conflict was the product of a generational gap that had
emerged in the Canadian Trotskyist movement by the early 1970s, where veterans
of the movement such as Dowson had to contend with younger members who
joined during the ferment of the previous decade. Indeed, most of the Trotskyists
in New Brunswick were very young, most of them only of early university age.
Their political roots were not in the discipline of the Fourth International but in
the less dogmatic New Left. This emerging generation gap was very much
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exposed by the events in New Brunswick in 1970-71. The fact is that the LSA was
being torn apart by a scenario it never had to confront before: an actual victory for
entryism. The NB Waffle represented the first time in Canadian history that a
Trotskyist influenced platform became CCF or NDP policy and where Trotskyists
were on the verge of becoming a major component of the power elite of the party.
A significant Trotskyist gain within the NDP, until 1971 the stuff of conjecture,
theory and speculation, had suddenly become reality.
The unfamiliarity of the scenario facing the LSA in New Brunswick in
late 1971 was complicated by the fact that the NB Waffle victory occurred in a
social democratic party that was not an established political force within the work-
ing class or labour movement. LSA doctrine stipulated that entryism should only
occur and be allowed to succeed in an established social democratic party rooted
in the working class and labour movement. This was fine in Ontario or British
Columbia, where the NDP met these conditions, but what did it mean for
Tro t s kyists living in areas wh e re the party lacked these qualities, n a m e ly
Fredericton in 1970-71?  Trotskyists had to take a leading role in building the NDP
in Fredericton in 1970-71, as there was little sign that the local NDP would be built
otherwise and certainly not by the working class or trade unionists if it was.
Indeed, by effectively becoming part of the central organisation of much of the
NB NDP without much effort, the province’s Trotskyists were not so much
employing traditional entryism, which would entail entering a strong, established
party. Entryism, as practised by Trotskyists in Fredericton in 1970-71, was more
akin to party building rather than party infiltration.
As the manner in which the Trotskyist gains in New Brunswick did not
conform to entryist theory, the LSA leadership sought to abort these gains. This
of course nurtured a split between those in the LSA who were more dogmatic and
those who were more pragmatic. There is a final irony to this aspect of the
Trotskyist predicament regarding the NB NDP. It is that the NB Waffle victory
convinced many labour leaders in the province, a majority of whom until 1971
expressed only a half-hearted interest in the NB NDP, of the need to be more
actively involved in the party lest it otherwise fall into the hands of radicals.98
Therefore, the Trotskyists of New Brunswick contributed in an indirect way of
further entrenching the NB NDP in the labour movement, thereby partly rectify-
ing the very weakness of the party that the LSA’s entryist theorists had bemoaned.
As long as Canadian Trotskyists failed to come close to winning even
partial control over a provincial wing of the NDP, these matters could be conve-
niently ignored. The Trotskyist experience in New Brunswick in 1970-71, howev-
er, brought to the surface all sorts of serious questions about not only the theory
and application of entryism, but also the sincerity of slogans like “Win the NDP
to Socialism” and the commitment of the LSA leadership to revolutionary princi-
ples. The fall-out from the LSA leadership’s handling of the Trotskyist movement
in New Brunswick following the NB Waffle victory contributed to a reassessment
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of the LSA’s policy towards the NDP, and seriously undermined the credibility of
Dowson and other senior LSA leaders among Trotskyists who welcomed the near-
victory in the province. The authority of veteran Trotskyists was severely weak-
ened and LSA members became increasingly confident in challenging other previ-
ously held assumptions within the movement.
The debates around entryism that were assisted by the events in New
Brunswick, along with other debates within the Canadian Trotskyist movement,
ensured that by the spring of 1973 that the unity of the LSA was no longer ten-
able.99 Those who opposed the NDP entryist strategy advocated by Dowson and
other LSA leaders formed themselves in the spring of 1973 into the Revolutionary
Communist Tendency. This group condemned the LSA’s NDP policy as oppor-
tunist and adapting to reformism, and therefore as an abandonment of Marxist-
Leninist principles. Dowson’s policies were defeated at the LSA’s 1973 convention
and the organisation’s split was complete. Dowson and his supporters reconstitut-
ed themselves as the Labour Party Tendency, renaming the group as Forward the
following year. Forward largely morphed into a personality cult around Dowson
and when the various Trotskyist sects in Canada reunited in 1977, Dowson was not
involved.100
The Trotskyist experience in New Brunswick between 1969 and 1972
presented the Canadian Trotskyist movement with fodder for one of its most chal-
lenging and fractious deb at e s. N ew Bru n sw i ck ’s young and enthusiastic
Trotskyists excelled at the art of entryism within the NDP, and in doing so
exposed the gap between the LSA’s espousal and promotion of entryist theories
and the actual practice of said theories. The exposure of this gap threw the the-
ory of entryism into a crisis that the Canadian Trotskyist movement could not
remedy without significant internal fighting and eventual fracture. Following the
events in New Brunswick of 1969-72, Canadian Trotskyists could no longer form
their opinions on entryism upon theory alone. They would have a concrete exam-
ple of momentarily successful entryism, and the crises it could initiate, upon which
to ponder.
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